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Abstract. In Part I of this paper a theoretical framework h_. .g~ b+een developed for studying certain 
aspects of branching aid looping in discrete processes. The present paper uses the formalism from 
Part I, based on the concept of finite branching autoqlaton, to a detailed analysis of looping. In 
particular, two types of loops are distinguished inbranching automata (the idle and the productive 
100~s) and their occurrence is related to certain properties of families of languages associated with 
these automata. 
Introduction 
In the first part of this paper we studied various properties of families of 
languages, representing the behaviour of finite branching automata (fb-automata). 
These automata re structures where branching and looping are both explicit and it is 
natural to ask how these two phenomena Amanifest themselves in the corresponding 
recognizable families. In this part we shall closely examine the nature of loops in the 
presence of branching. We restrict ourselves to the case of deterministic fb- 
automata. 
Part I (Sections l-11) is a prerequisite for reading the second part. We make the 
numbering of theorems, sections, displayed formulas, figures, etc. consecutive 
throughout both parts of the paper. 
12. On looping 
In general we may talk about a loop in an fb-automaton whenever there is a 
nontrivial path from a state back to the same state,’ similarly as in the case of 
* For Part I see Theoretical Computer Science lO(2) (1980) 187-220. Results of Part II wlere 
previously reported in [ 13. 
** Institute of Information Theory and Automation, Pod vodarenskou vEi 4, 182 08 Prague 8, 
Czechoslovakia. 
’ A graph theorist would tail our loops ‘cycles’. The term ‘loop’ is commonly used in computer 
science. 
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ordinary finite automata. However, if we take into account peculiarities of the 
behaviour of fb-automata we find the story much more complicated. 
We distinguish two basic types of loops in fb-automata: the ‘idle’ loops and the 
‘productive loops (they owe their names to their role in the accepting behaviour of 
the fb-automaton). To understand the difference intuitively let us invoke the 
game-playing interpretation (cf. Part I of this paper), where these two types of loops 
represent various ways how the power of keeping the play in a loop may be divided 
among the two players (You amd Me). A loop is idle when these exists a simple (i.e. 
state dependent) strategy for permanent looping so that neither of Us can win. On 
the other hand, a loop is productive when You has a simple strategy in which looping 
is possible but only if Me likes-otherwise Me can always exit from the loop by letting 
You win2 
A more realistic interpretation can be given to the productive loops in the area of 
robot (or human) problem solving. Consider a physical action (like striking a nail with 
a hammer) for which we have reasons to believe that some (unpredictable) number of 
repetitions lead to a desired goal. A finite-state representation of the environment 
cannot incorporate this belief ‘locally’ (in terms of a transition from one state into 
another). One possibility is to use a probabilistic approach (and face the problem how 
to convert our beliefs into real numbers). The other possibility is to represent such a 
situation ‘globally’, by means of a productive loop. Obviously, the resulting plan-in 
its explicit form-is infinite (cf. T’neorem 14 below). 
NOW we shall express the above ideas formally. L,et B = (Q, S, qo, B) be an 
fb-automaton,, let p be a branching function3 for 23 and let q be a state in B. We say 
that p induces a loop (through q) iff q is ncntrivially P-accessible from itself, i.e. iff 
If, moreover, 
(39) 
we say that @ induces a productive Zoop4 (through q). On the other hand, if (39) is 
combined with 
and with 
(41) 
(42) 
{read: no state in Fp is P-accessible from q) we say that /3 induces an idle loop 
(through q). 
* Games with infinite or unbounded plays are treated, e.g., in [2, 3,43. 
’ For the termrnology and notation concerning branching functions and accessibility cf. Sectiobn 7 in 
Part I. 
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Example 3. The reader may consult Fig. 5 and Table 3 for simple examples of loops 
of both types. Note that in B3 there are two alternative branching functions, one 
inducing an idle and the other a productive loop through the same state p. The loop 
through p in & is neither productive nAzq ’ VI Idle according to our definitions. 
%: /\ 
p-4 
a 
a 
a 
Fig. 5. Examples of loops induced by branching functions; the loops are listed in Table 3. 
Up to now we have related loops to branching functions. Since we want to attribute 
them directly to fb-automata it is natural to restrict ourselves only to loops passing 
through states that can possibly contribute to the accepting or looping behaviour. 
When studying the behaviour of an ordinary finite automaton one ucually ignores 
irrelevant states, namely those which either are inaccessible from the initial state or 
have no final states accessible from them. In :he case of fb-automata the definition of 
a ‘relevant’ state is somewhat more intricate. Let us call a state q relevant (in 93) iff 
there exists a branching function p such that 
We say that an fb-automaton B has a (productive or idle) loop4 (through q) iff there 
is a branchling function for .B inducing a (productive or idle) loop through a relevant 
state (q). 
Table 3. Types of loops in Fig. 5 
fb-automaton 
Branching function Induced loop 
P(P) Pk?) through p through q 
31 
92 
593 
94 
a 
a 
a, b 
a, b 
a, b 
a 
a, fI 
: 
b 
idle idle 
productive productive 
idle idle 
productive - 
- idle 
4 Or ‘there is a (productive or idle) loop in 3”. 
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Note that the branching function needed for relevancy (cf. (43) and (44)) need not 
be identical with the branching function inducing the loop. 
Example 4, The fb-automaton 9 in Fig. 6 has two branching functions, 01 and 
/3z: /3&o) = {A}, &(qo) = {a}, &(q) = &(q) = {a, 6). The fb-automaton 9 has a 
productive loop through q induced by &, but since qo f*@, q we need for the 
relevancy of q another branching function, &. 
Fig. 6. $3 has an idle and a productive loop through q. 
In the remaining part of this section we prove three technical emmas which will be 
useful later. The lemmas are based on Construction A from Section 10 (Part I of this 
paper) and talk about accessibility in the special case of deterministic fb-automata. 
We use the notation and terminology from Section 7. 
tit us note that in the deterministic ase we can replace the run f: C* + Q used in 
Construction A just by the canonical function u * qou (slightly simplifying some of 
the involved formulas). Consequentl>r, instead of f(q) = q (cf. (26)) we have qoq = q 
and thus f(cfa) = qo@z = qa. From (32) we obtain 
Furthermore, the automaton & defined in (33) is nothing else than the p-factor a/@. 
Lemma, 6. Let 3 be an fb-art,. . - 1nmatcn anu’ iet /3 be a branching function for 93 produced 
by Construction A. *Then for each q E Q, p(q) # 0 implies q +o Fe. 
Proof. Let q E Q. By Lemma 4 and by (45), p(q) # 0 implies q dp Fp. Therefore, to 
show that q + Fp it is enough to prove that for each p E Q, q +@ p implies p(p) # 0. 
Without loss of generality we can consider the case when p = qa for some a E 
p(q), a # A. Thus a E A&j) by (33). Suppose, for contradiction, p(p) = p(qa) = 0. 
Then qa =f(@)& Q’ (note that by (30) Q’ = {p /p(p) # 0}). Then (28) holds for q 
and a and Construction A could have continued by Case l-contrary to the tacit 
assumption that it has already finished (Case 2 has occurred) and producecl fl. 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 6 we have the following corollary. 
3. Let 3 be a (deterministic) fb-automaton. If 119311# 0, then there exists a 
peflect branching function for 9% 
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This result, together with Proposition 2, yields a simpler way of proving the 
regularity theorem for deterministic fb-automata. 
Lemma 7. Let 23 be GE fb-automaton and let v EE 1$33ll. Then there is a branching 
function p such that 
90 -)P c?ov (46) 
and for each prefix u s v 
Proof. Let v EL E 1lBll. We use L as the source language for Construction A and 
choose ~0 := v in Step 1 of that construction. Let fi be a produced branching 
function. Since qOv is the maximal element in Q1 = E?b there exists, according to 
Lemma 3, u E C* such that (qOu)’ = qOv and thus by (45) 40 40 qOv. This proves (46). 
Now (47) is a consequence of Lemma 2 and of the fact that u s v implies (by (27)) 
q0u E QI c Q’, i.e., p(q0u) Z 0. 
Lemma 8. Let 3 be an fb-automaton and let u Epref L for some L E 11%~~. Then qou is a 
relevant state in 9% 
Proof. Let 3, L, and u be as in the lemma. Define another fb-automaton B’ 
differing from B only in its branching relation, 
B’ := B u ,[( p, A=(u) u {A})}. 
Thus L u {u} E IIWll. So Lemma 7 can be invoked (for 8 and u) to yield a branching 
function pi in #such that 
40 -3p’ 17 (4&j 
and for each w G u, 
qow =as’ FBI. (49) 
Now we can convert p’ into a branching function p for 9 as follows. Let 
&J(q) := 
AL(u), if q = p and p’(p) = AL(U) u {A}, 
P’(q)9 otherwise. 
Clearly the P-accessibility (in 9) coincides with the fl’- accessibility (in 3’) ; indeed, A 
has no influence. Thus (48) implies (43). Furthermore, 
and thus, setting w = A in (49) we obtain (44). 
’ Here ‘x EE y’ is shor&alid for ‘x E z for some z E y ‘. 
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13. Idle loops and unbounded holes 
From the point of view of accepting behaviour of the fb-automaton, idle loops may 
not be as sterile as they may appear at first sight. In our game analogy idle loops were 
characterized by the existence of Your simple strategy for permanent looping. Let us 
imagine that after getting tired of looping You may just switch to another strategy- 
and win. In such a case we shall talk about a ‘soft’ idle loop. 
Formally we say that 23 has a soft idle Zoop (through 4) iff it has an idle loop through 
q and 
for some branching function p, (Obviously p differs from the function inducing the 
loop in question.) 
For instance, in Example 4 (cf. Fig. 6) the fb-automaton has an idle loop through 
both qo and q: it is induced by 02 while fir satisfies (SO). 
Idle loops which are not soft, once entered, block further acceptance and thus have 
the same effect as dead states (similarly as in ordinary finite automata). Therefore the 
recognizing power of an fb-automaton is not altered by their removal. This suggests 
that if an idle loop is present in all equivalent fb-automata, it has to be a soft loop. 
This is expressed by the following theorem (which, in fact, holds in both directions, as 
we shall see later on). 
Theorem 11. Let X be a recogkzable family of krnguages with the property that every 
fb-automaton recognizing X has an idle loop. Then X is recognized by an fb- 
automaton with a soft idle loop. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary: no fb-automaton B with 11311 =X has a soft idle loop. 
On the other hand, by the assumption of the theorem, the set 
& := {q IiS? has an idle loop through 41 
is nong:mpty. Furthermore let 93 be such that the cardinality of Ka is minimal. 
Choose p E KS; we know that for no branching function p for 99 we have p +D Fp (or 
else 93 would have soft loop through 4). Thus by Lemma 7 there is no v E E IIcBII such 
that p I= qou for some prefix u of v- in other words the state p never participates in 
accepting behaviour of 3 30 that we can disable it completely: define another 
fb-automaton B’, identical with B except that all pairs (p, I’), r c &, are removed 
from its branching relation. Clearly IlB’ll = IlBll but, unlike in 39, a(p) = 0 for all 
branching functions p for 93’. I-IencG no loop can be induced through 4 at all and thus 
aecess.arily 
&Y s J&3 - (q}, 
contrary to the assumption that KB has the minimal cardinality. 
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In the first part of this paper we have defined certain properties of families of 
languages, like compact;iess or existence of holes, withou; any reference to 
automata. It is natural to pose a cluestion about possible corresponding structural 
properties of fb-automata. . 
T’emain objective of this section is to show that, in order that the family 
recognized by an fb-automaton @ have the unbounded hole property, a necessary 
and sufficient condition is that 93 has a soft idle loop. First we prove a lemma. 
Lemma 9. Let 33 be an fb-automaton with a state q and a branching function p such 
that q % 6 Fp and such that q ‘0 p implies p ( p) # 8 for every p. Then /3 induces an idle 
loop through a state &accessible from q. 
Proof. Assume the hypothesis of the lemma holds. We use an induction or1 the 
number n of states &accessible from q, n = card(qX*)@. 
Basis: n = 1, i.c. (qZ*)@ = {q}. This implies q =+ q. Moreover, p(q) # 0 implies 
q ++p q. Since q +@ Fp we are done. 
Induction Step: n > 1. Assume the lemma proved for all cases when at most n 
states are &accessible from q. The property of q in the hypothesis of the lemma is 
obviously shared by all q’ E (qX*)a. Thus, if for some q’, (q’X*)p is a proper subset of 
(qZC*)@, the result is established by induction hypothesis. Consider, therefore, the 
case when 
(q’x*)p = (q~“)a 
for all q’ E (qZ*),. We show that then p induces an idle loop directly through q. 
Indeed, by (51) q E (q’X*)p for all q’, i,e. q +pq’ implies q’ *@q. Hence q +@q. 
Since card(qZ*)@ =n>l, we have q - ‘-)@ q. Since q tip FO, by assumption, the 
result follows. 
Theorem 12. Let X be a recognizable family with the unbounded hole property. Then 
each fb-automaton recognizing X has a soft idle loop. 
Proof. Let X=11931! where 9 is an fb-automaton with n states. By the hypothesis of 
the theorem there is a language L E X with a hole of size at least n + I, i.e., 
for some u E pref L. Consider the state q := qou. For this state we shall denne an 
auxiliary partial function 8: Q * C* and a branching function @ : - @WI J 
inductively by the following construction. First set 
8(q) := A, B(q) := &(u). 
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For the general case assume that t9(q’) and fi(q’) are defined for some q’ E Q, O(q’) = 
u, but that for some p := qk, where a E p(q’), O(p) is not yet defined. Then set 
e(p) := V~Z, (53 
p(p) := AL(uva). (54) 
Eventually, when such q’ does not exist, the construction ends and 8 remains 
undefined for the remaining states, while fi is arbitrarily extended to a total function, 
with the proviso that the condition (14) hold (by our convention-cf. (15) in Section 
6-it is enough to set, by default, /3(p) = 4). Clearly the obtained function /3 is a well 
defined branching function for .%. We shall show that q and p meet the hypothesis of 
Lemma9. . 
Let us first observe that for any p E @, if q -0 p, then 8(y) is defined. This is 
obvious if p = q. If p = (p’& and e( p’) is defined, then 8(p) has to be defined too, 
since otherwise the construction would not have been finished. Our second obser- 
vation is that each extension of the domain of 8 (by executing (53)) increases just by 
one the maximal length of a string in the range of 8. Since there are only ~1 states in Q, 
igem- (5% 
whenever 8(p) is defi;led. At the same time, 
e(p) E pref a,L. (56) 
Indeed, this is immediate for p = q and in the general case, if in (53) p = q’a and 
O(q’) = v ~pref &L, then also O(,O) = va E pref &,L since a E p(q’) = A&W). 
Now to prove the condition of Lemma 9 ir is sufficient o show that A & p(p) # 0 for 
any p E Q such that q +@p. By (53) and (54) p(p)=A&e(p)) and thus by (56) 
fi(& >q$* 14ssume A E p(p7). Then z&(p) EL, B(p) E &L and by (55) a,L contains 
strings of length n or shorter, contrary to the assumption (52). Hence A E p(p). We 
can now use Lemma 9 for q and p to conclude that /3 induces an idle loop through 
some state p where q --+@ p. 
It remains to show that p is relevant and that the loop is soft. We have q = qou for 
u E pref L. Since q +p p, e(p) is defined; let v := O(p). We have p = qv = qouv and by 
(56) uv E pref L. Thus by Lemma 8 p is a relevant state in 3 and by Lemma 7 (47), 
p +F~~ for some branching function p’. Thus a has a soft idle loop (through p). 
Theorem 13. Let X be a family recognized by an fb-automaton with a soft idle loop. 
Then X has the unbounded hole property. 
Proof. Let 3 be the fb-automaton from the theorem and let n be an arbitrarily large 
number, n 3 1. =VVe shall construct a language L, E X with a hole of size at least n, i.e. 
a&, G C”C* for some u % pref L,,. The property of B having a soft idle loop involves, 
in fact, three branching functions, &, &, & and a state q satisfying altogether six 
relations (viz. (43) and (44) for PI, (39), (41) and (42) for p2 and (50) for &) which 
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can be expressed in compact form by the following diagram: 
(57) 
We shall combine PI, &, and & to an auxiliary function 
with the aim to use G, as the furcation function AL, for Ln. Let us say that a string 
w E X* passes through q (n-times) iff it has (n distinct) prefixes 21 s w, such that 
qov = q. 
We define three distinguished sets of strings according to their behaviour in (57): 
(i) WI is the set of all strings w E C* such that (qow)p, is defined and w does not 
pass through q; 
(ii) Wz is the set of all strings w = v1v2, where vl is the shortest prefix of w such 
that (qoz& = q, (qv2)p2 is defined, and w passes through q at most n times; 
(iii) W3 is the set of all strings w = ~1~2~3, where vl is the shortest prefix of w such 
that (q&p, = q, (qv& = q, (qv3)& is defined, and 7-‘1v2 passes through q exactly 
(n + 1)-times. 
Define 
G,(w) := 
&(qow), if w E Wj, i = 1,2,3, 
0, otherwise 
and let 
k w IA E Gn(w)}. 
(W 
(59) 
Denote W := WluW2uW3. 
Claim 1. W = pref i,. 
To prove the claim let, first, w E Ws. Then there is a factorization w = VI vzv3 such 
that 
q = ((qov1)p,v2)p2 = qov1v2 
and (qv&, = qv3 = qow =: p is defined. By (57) q ‘=sp3 Fa3. Because q -+03 p we- have 
p -sB3 F&, i.e. (,pti jp, E F& for some u E C*_ Clearly also IYU E l TkLus by (W 
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G,,(wu)=&(~~wu). But qowu E&,, hence -4 E GAwu). By (59) wu EL,,, i.e. w E 
pref L,.Thus 
W3 2 pref Ln. (603 
Second, let w E W2. Then 1~ = vlv2 so that 
9 = (qovdp, = qov1 
and kp.d~2 =qv2 = qov 1~2 =: p is defined. By (57) q + q. Because q -)p2 p we have 
p -i)p2 q, i.e. q = (pu Jp2 for some u c, Z -*. Moreover, u can be chosen such that wu 
passes through q exactly (n + 1)-times (since w passes through q at most y1 times). 
Thus wu E W3 (in the definition of W3 take VI, V~U, and A for VI, 2)~ and 213, resp.) and 
by (60) wu E pref L,, i.e. w E pref Ln. Thus 
W2 c_ pref Ln. (61) 
Third, let we ‘WI. Then (qow)p, = 90w =: p is defined. By (57) qo +B, Fp, u {q}. 
Thus p -@, For u {q}. Consider first p +Q~ 9, i.e. 9 = {pu)p, = (qswu)B, for some 
X*. Assume, without loss of generality, that no proper prefix of wu passes 
through q. Clearly wu E W2 (take v1 := wu, 212 := A) and by (61) wu ~pref L,, i.e. 
w E pref L,,. Now consider the case when (PU)@~ E Fpl for some u such that wu does 
not pass through q. We have wu E WI and thus G,(wu) =&(qowu). But qowu = 
(pu)@, E Fp,, hence A E G,(wu). Thus wu E L,, w E pref Ln. We have WI c pref L, 
which, together with (60) and (61), yields W 5 pref Ln. 
Now to show that pref L, c W let w E pref LE. Then for some v E Z*, WV E L,, i.e., 
A E G,,(wv) # 0. By (58) necessarily WV E 1%‘; if u’v E WI, then w E WI and we are 
done. Let WV E W2, then, by definition of W2, WV = v1v2 where (qov&l = q. Either 
w < v1 and then w E WI, or v1 s w s v1v2 and then w E W2. Similarly, if WV E W3, 
then WV = ~1~203. Either w < VI and then w E WI, OT v1 s w < 2~12~2 and then w E u/2, 
or finally vl v2 6 w s ~1~2~3 and then w E W3. This proves the claim. 
C!dmZ. Foru~~*anda~2~a~G,(u)iff use W. 
If a E G,(u), then by (58) u E W. First, if u E WI, then (qot& is defined and 
a E G,(u) = p1(90u). Thus (qoua)p, is defined. Either ua E WI or (qoua)p, = 9. In the 
latter case ua E Wz (take A for ~2). 
Second, assume u E u/2. Then a E G, (u) = /32(90u ). Then clearly either ua E W2 or 
t pa j& = 9 where p = q3u. In the latter case ua E W3 (take A for 03). 
Third, let u E W3. Then a E G,(u) = /33(qOu). Clearly also ua E W3. 
For the C- part of the claim assume ua E W. First, if ua E WI, then (90ua)p, is 
defined and thus a E &(qou). At the same time ua E WI implies u E WI and thus 
G,(u) =/3~(944). We have a E G,(u). 
econd, asselme ua E W2. If also u E u/2, then (pa)02 is defined where p := qou. 
s a E &t90U ) = G,(H). On the other hand, if u& M/2 the only possibility 
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is u E WI and (qoua)p, = q. Then a E &(qou) and since &(u) = pl(qOu) we have 
Q E e,(u). 
Third, let ua E W3. If also u E W3, then (pa)p, is defined where p := qou. Thus 
a E &(qou) = GR(U). If u& W3, then u E WZ and ( pa)p, = q where p := qou (u passes 
through q at most yt times while ua at least (n + l)- times). Then a E /3z(qou) iand since 
G,Ju) = &(qou), we have a E G,(u). The claim is proved. 
Since qo *PI q there exists W~E C* such that (qowo)pI = q. Without loss of general- 
ity, assume that no proper prefix of wo passes through q. Thus w. E W2, i.e. W2 # 0. 
Thus pref L, f 0 and L, ‘# 0. 
Let u E pref Ln. Then by Claim 1 u E W and thus G,(u) = pi(qou) for i = 1,2 or 3. 
Let us show that Gn(u) = AL,(u). Indeed, A E G,,(U) iff u E L, iff A E Am (u). Let 
a E C. Then by Claim 2, LZ E G&J) iff ua E W3, i.e., by Claim 1, iff UQ E pref L,, i.e. iff 
a E AL”(u). Therefore 
(qoti, AL,(U)) = (qou, Gn (u)) = (qou, Pi (qou)) E BY 
i = 1,2 or 3. The claim follows. 
Now, to prove the theorem it remains to show that L, has a hole of size at least n. 
Let M’~E Wz be as above, i.e. qowo = q and wo passes through q only once. We have 
wg F pref L, ; let us show that 
a,L, c GnC*. 
Assume the contrary: lg(u) < n for some u E a,,L,. Then, by the assumption on 
wo, wou passes through q at most yt times. Now, since wou E W and wo E W2, we have 
wou E IV*. %US (qu)@, is defined and 
Since wou E Ln, A E pz(qu). Hence q + p2 Fp2, which contradicts our assumption that 
& induces an idle loop (cf. (57)). 
The following corollary summarizes our above results. 
Corollary 4. For any recognizable family X the follolving properties are equivalent: 
(i) X has the unbounded hole property, 
(ii) X is not compact, 
(iii) some fb-automaton recognizing X has a soft idle loop, 
(iv) every fb-automation recognizing X has an idle loop, 
(v) every fb-automaton recognizing X has a soft idle loop. 
roof. (i) iff (ii) (Theorem 2); (i) imp!& (v) (Theorem 12); (v) implies (iv) (obvious); 
(iv) implies (iii) (Theorem 11); (iii) implies (i) (Theorem 13). 
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Note that properties (i) and \. %; izi-‘c automaton independent while the remaining 
properties concern the looping behaviour of fb-automata. The corollary was 
expressed in terms of the whole family X and the whole class of fb-automata 
recognizing X. If we focus on a concrete fb-automaton and a property of a particular 
accepted language we can state some further interesting results. 
Corollary 5. An fb-automaton with n states has a soft idle loop iff it accepts a language 
with a hole of size at least n + 1. 
Proof. *: Immediate from Theorem 13. 
e: The proof of Theorem 12 was actually a proof of this result for a concrete (but 
arbitrary) fb-automaton. 
CoroUary 6. If an fb-automaton with n states accepts a language with a hole of size at 
least n + 1, then it accepts infinitely many languages. 
Proof. Immediate from Coro:llary 5 and Theorem 13. 
i46 plodactive loops, deflections, and infinite languages 
We shall now consider the case of productive loops. There are strong reasons to 
expect an intimate relation between existence of a productive loop in an fb- 
automaton and the ability to accept an infinite language. The objective of this section 
is to give a detailed account of this relationship. 
Theorem 14. Any &automaton with a productive loop accepts an infinite language. 
Proof. Let 9? be an fb-automaton with a productive loop through q. Then there are 
two branching functions p1 and & satisfying 
4- --y& 9 -pi32 
/ 
PI 
a) 
\ 
” FP, u 141 
Our intention is to combine PI and & into an auxiliary function 
GP -+ .P(&) 
(62) 
with the aim to use G as the furcation function AL for L, in the same way as G, was 
used in the proof of Theorem 13. 
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Likewise in that proof we say that w passes through q iff qov = q for some v s w. 
Define two sets WI and Wz as follows: 
(i) WI is the set of all strings w E C* such that (qow)p, is defined and w does not 
pass through q ; 
(ii) W2 is the set of all strings w = vlv2, where v1 is the shortest prefix of w such 
that (qo& = q, and (qz& is defined. 
Let 
G(w) := &(qoW), if W E Wi, i = 1,2, 
0, otherwise 
and let 
L := {w IA E G(w);. 
We prove that L E 11%11 just by reference to the corresponding part of the proof of 
Theorem 13. In view of the fact that here we have only two functions p1 and 02 (and 
only two sets WI and W2) the way of reasoning used there for Claims 1,2, and 3 can 
be slightly simplified to yield, respectively, 
WI v W2 = pref L, (63) 
acG(u) iff uaEWluW2 (64) 
for any a E Z, u E X*, and 
Let us show that L is infinite. By (62) there are wo, u E Z*, u f A, such that 
(qow&, = q and (qu)p, = q. Assume, without loss of generality, that no proper prefix 
of w. passes through q. Thus for any it 2 0, wou n E Wzt i.e.; by (63), wOun E pref L. 
Thtiicfore L is infinite. 
Is the converse also true, i.e., if 11911 contains an infinite language, does it follow 
that 9? has a productive loop? The followi-0 Itb example shows that this is not always the 
case. 
Example 5. The fb-automaton in Fig. 7 has a (soft) idle loop through states 1 and 2 
but no productive loop. Despite of that it accepts some infinite languages, e.g. 
(aa)*b, (ba)*a etc. 
Fig. 7. 93 accepts infinite languages but has no productive loop. 
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Thus for a recognizable family X, 
(i) X contains an infinite language 
fails to entail 
(ii) every k-automaton recognizing X has a productive loop. 
Nevertheless, we can still show (cf. Theorem 15 below) that (i) entails 
(iii) some fb-automaton recogriizing X has a productive loop. 
Let us introduce ,a certain structural property of languages which may reveal the 
presence of a productive loop in the corresponding fb-automaton. Let L c_ 
S*, ttl, u, 2~2~ w Epref L and let 99 be an fb-automaton. We say that the quadruple 
(01, us ~2, w) k a. &flee&z in L (with resp. to 3) iff the following four conditions 
hold: 
vr~ZP=v2, (66) 
u is the iongest common preiix of v2 and w, (67) 
9OVl = qov2, u33) 
and 
WEL. (6% 
A useful notation for a deflection is 
W 
‘/ 
Vl-4 -v2’ 
(70) 
The presence of a deflection in a language accepted by 39 is, in a certain sense, an 
intermediate property between 93 having a productive loop and IlBll containing an 
infinite language (the latter property is, of course, automaton-independent). Note 
that in the definition of a deflection the dependence on a particular fb-automaton 
appears only in (68). (An analogous intermediate role in the case of idle loops can be 
attributed to the property of accepted languages of having holes of size greater than 
the number of states of the corresponding fb-automaton (cf. Corollary 5).) 
The following two lemmas establish the role of deflections in languages. Let 93 be a 
fixed fb-automaton. 
Lemma 10. Any infinite language L E IlBll has a deflection with respect to 2. 
Proof. Let L E IlBll be an infinite language. The prefix tree of L is also infinite and by 
K&rig’s lemma there exists an infinite string6 cy such that for every u E 2*, u c a! 
implies u E pref L. On the other hand, L consists entirely of finite strings and thus 
there are infinitely many prefixes u of Q such that, for some w E L, u is the longest 
common prefix of cy and w. At the same time there is a state 4 in 9 such that there are 
* we extend the terminology and notation from finite to infinite strings whenever the meaning is 
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infinitely many prefixes v of Q! such that qov = 4~ Thus there necessarily exist strings 
V~~UCV~GZY and weLsuchthat 
Y 
/ 
Vl -u -v2 
is a deflection in L. 
We say that a deflection (78) is strict iff for all X, y E C*, 
x < v2 and u < y G w implies qox # qoy. (71) 
Lemma 11. Let L E llBll and let (70) be a strict deflection in L with resp. to 3. T”lzen 3 
has a productive loop through qou. 
Proof. Let q := qou. Since u E pref L, q is a relevant state in 9 by Lemma 8. Let 
a E C be the first letter following u in 2~2, i.e. ua s v2 (such a letter exists since tcr c 2~2). 
Throughout this proof we fix the symbols q and a as well as those from (70). 
We shall prove the lemma by showing that 
hold for a suitable branching function p (cf.. (17)). Specifically, to obtain p we use 
Construction A from Section 10 (more precisely its deterministic variant with 
f(x) = qox) with L as the source language. Taking advantage of the possibility of 
choices in the construction we enforce the following two stipulations: 
First, in Step 1 we set x0 := w, i.e, Qt = {qox 1 x s w). Kate that as a consequence of 
the strictness of (70) for any u’ G w, qou’ = q implies u’s u. Thus 4 = u, 
Second, if qa& Q1, then in Step 2 we set q1 := q and x1 to be the longest string 
satisfying uxl c v2 and qxl ti Q1 (note that qy E (21 if uy = 2~2; also a s x1). This choice 
of x1 is acceptable for the construction since @I= ~1x1 < 2~2 s w’ for SCGIZ W’E L. 
Except for these two stipulations we have no specific requirements on the 
particular way how the construction is performed. Let p be the resulting branching 
function. Recall that 
(P& = (PX)’ (72) 
for any p E Q, x EC* (cf. (45)). 
Since a E AL(u) and u = @, we have a E p(q). Thus q dp qa. Moreover, by Lemma 
6, q =s~ I$. Thus we have (40) and for (39) it remains to show qa jp q. For- this we 
need the following claim. 
Claim. For any p E 1, if psq, thenp-pg. 
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To see this let us invoke Lemma 3. Since p G 4 iff p < q, due to (72) it is enough to 
show that q E &o (where HO = Q), i.e., that for any p E Ho and a E & pa G q implies 
(pa )# < 4. Let pa S 4’ = u. Then (pa >p = pa t KU. Assume for contradiction that 
q <pa, i.e. 4’ = u CF. Thus pa s u < jE while qopa = pa = q$Z which contradicts 
the strictness of (70). This proves the claim. 
According to this claim, to show qa +p q it is enough to find some p E Q1, such that 
qa j8 p and p’s @ We can distinguish two cases. 
Case 1: qa E Q1. Set p :=qa ; thus qa +p p is trivial and by the strictness of (70) 
jj=Zu=q. 
Case 2: qu& Q1. Then in Step 2 we have chosen x1 such that 
but qxlb E Q1 where b E C is such that uxlb G 212. Set p := 4x16. To show that qa +p p 
note that qx1 is the maximal element in Hz, i.e. 4x1 E I$, i.e. by Lemma 3 (and by 
(72)) qa +ir qxl. Since b E A&u~), b E p(qxl), i.e. 4x1 +p 4x16 = p. Hence qu +p p. 
Moreover, by the strictness of (70) p =G u = @. 
Thus in both cases we have qa +B p and 3 G 4 and by the above claim qa -p q. 
Thus q 4-0 q. 
Theorem 15. If a recognizable family X contains an infinite language, then some 
&automaton recognizing X has a productive loop. 
Proo& Let L be an infinite language, L E X By Lemma 10 L has a deflection with 
resp. to any fb-automaton 99 recognizing X. It is enough to show that the deflection in 
L is strict with resp. to some fb-autom,aton 9?’ recognizing X. Then we can use 
Lemma 11 and the theorem follows. 
Let 
W 
/ 
(70) 
l5r -u -v2 
be a deflection in L and assurr G it is not strict with resp. to 99 (then u < w since 
otherwise (71) would hold vacuously). The idea is to modify B by duplicating states 
that violate (71 j. In fact it is easier to duplicate all states: let, for i = 1,2, 
Qi := ((9, i> 14 E a). 
Define 
3’ := (Qx w Q2, a’, (qo, I>, B’) 
where 6’ is defined for i = 1,2, q E Q, a E Z, 
[q, i>a := 
(qa, 2), if q = qou and ua! =Z w, 
(qa, 9, otherwise 
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and 
B’ := {[(q, i), r) 1 (q, r) E B, i = 1,2}. 
Visualizing a’ as a simple combination of two replicas of ,9? one can easily convince 
himself that /a’II = X. Moreover, if x G ~2, then (40, 1)x = (qox, 1) E Q1 since ua 6 212. 
BY NW 
(40, lh = (qou1,1> = (qov2,1) = (qo, lb2 
and thus (70) is a deflection also with resp. to 93’. Now its strictness (with resp. to 9’) 
follows from the fact that if u < y s w, then 
(909 UY = G?oY, 2) E Q2 
and thai 01 n Q2 = 0. 
We can summarize our results as follows: 
Corollary 7. For any recognizable family X the following properties are equivalent: 
(i) X contains an infinite language, 
(ii) X contains a language with a strict deflection with resp. to some fb-automaton 
recognizing X, 
(iii) some fb-automaton recognizing X has a productive loop. 
Proof. (i) implies (ii) (Lemma 10 and the proof of Theorem 15); (ii) implies (iii) 
(Lemma 11); (iii) implies (i) (Theorem 14). 
15. When productive loops are necessary 
We have seen in Section 13 that the property of recogr::izable families of containing 
languages with arbitrarily large holes is characterized by presence of idle loops in 
fb-automata. Now recognizable families with the ur,bounded hole property are all 
infinite (the recognizability requirement is here important: the singleton family 
{{a2” 1 n 2 O’i) has obviously the unbounded hole prloperty). Thus the presence of idle 
loops yields an mliinite variety of accepted languages. 0f course, there are also 
infinite recognizable families with the bounded hole property where the infiniteness 
can be explained only by presence of loops which are not idle. By Theorem 2 a 
recognizable family with the bounded hole property is compact and thus if it is 
infinite it contains an infinite language (cf. Proposit ion 1. in Part I). By Theorem 15 it 
is then recogpkd by an fb-automaton with a productive loop. 
We shall now prove a much stronger result (analogous to Theorem 12), namely 
that every fb-automaton recognizing such a family lhas a productive loop. The 
following lemma covers the essential part of the proof. 
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k-a 12. Let 9%? be an f&automaton and let X=1IBII be an infinite family with the 
bounded hole property. Then there exists L E X with a strict deflection with respect 
to B. 
ploof. Assume the hypothesis of the lemma. We already know that X contains an 
infiriite language, say LO. Thus by Lemma 10 there exists a deflection 
/ (70) 
Vl -if -v2 
in Lo with resp. to 9. Without loss of generality, let us assume that for no proper 
prefix vi of 2~2 there exists a deflection’ of the form 
W’ 
/ 
v; -l/--v; 
in any L E X. Under this assumption deflections of the form (70) with fixed vl and 2~2, 
but with arbitrary u, MT E25” and in arbitrary C E X will be, for the sake of this proof, 
called canonical deflections. 
The main difficulty of the proof PC that (unlike in the proof of Theorem 15 where we 
could convert a deflection to a strict one just by passing to another fb-automaton) we 
are committed to a fixed fb-automaton and can look for a strict deflection only in 
some other language in X. We argue by contradiction; our basic assumption (let us 
call it so) is that no language in X at all has a strict deflczction. To refute this 
assumption we shall construct an infinite sequence (L,) of languages in X with 
arbitrarily large holes, contrary to the hypothesis of the lemma. 
Let us use the following simplifying notation. For any x, y E C*, 
lx, yl := 12 
Ix, Y) := if 
Claim 1. For LEX and any canonical deflection in L of the form (70) we have 
4ob4 WI n qoCv19v2) # 0. (73) 
Indeed, by our basic assumption the deflection is not strict, i.e. qox = qoy for some 
x E (u, w] and some y G v2 (cf. (71)). Suppose y e vl. Since v2 E pref L, v2 S w’ for 
some w’EC? Then 
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is a deflection in L with y < tll contrary to our assumption that (70) is a canonical 
deflection. Thus v 1 6 y s ~2. Since qovl = qov2, we can, without lass of genebmality, 
assume y E (vl, ~23. This proves the claim. 
Thus for every canonical deflection (70) there exists a string x E (u, w] such that 
qox E ClOCVl, V2). (74) 
Let x be the longest string with this property, i.e., 
40(x, 4 n #fl h v2) = 0. (75) 
We shall call such a string x the kzstfailure in the deflection. Let us denote by F(L) 
the set of the last failures in all canonical deflections in L. Assume F(L) # 0 (this is the 
only case we shall encounter) and define 
h(L) := min{lg(x) 1x E F(L)}, 
M(L) := {x E F(L) 1 Ig(x) = A (L)}. 
Now we shall define the sequence (L,), crucial to our proof. For each n > 0 denote 
A, := A(L,) and M, := M(L,). 
Let LYE X be the infinite language from the beginning of this proof. Note that 
MoZ0. 
In general, for n SO, assume L, defined, and Mn # 0. Fix arbitrary xn E M,, and 
y E [vl, 02) such that 
40% = %Y (76: 
(cf. (74)). Define 
L ,I+1 := (Lrl - XJ*) u Xn3Jn~ (77) 
Thus the subtree (rooted at xl,) of the prefix tree of L, has been replaced by another 
subtree (rooted at y) of the same tree. 
For the correctrress of the definition we should verify that also Mn+l f 0. For 51s it 
is enough to show that F(L,+l) f 0, or equivalently, that there exists a canonical 
deflection in Ln+l. 
Since xn EM;, there is a deflection in L, of the form 
Vl -u -v2 
for some u, v EC*. Now since y c v2 E pref L,, d,L, # 0. Let z E a&,. Then by (77) 
X,J E Ln+l and thus 
Vi-U -V2 
is a (canonical) deflection in Ln+l. 
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Next we make several claims concerning the properties of the sequence (&). Let 
na0. 
Claim 2. L, E X. 
We have Lee X. Assume L, E X and llet w E pref Ln+l. If x,g w, then by (77) 
AL,+,(W) =A&4 and thus (40~ &n-c1 (w )) E B (B is the branching relation of 3). If 
w =X~Z for some z EZ*, then by (76) qo~r = aoyz and by (77) AL,+l(w) = A,,(yz). 
Thus 
(40~9 &.,+,(w)) = (~OYG AL, E B. 
Claim 3. A, s An+l. 
Assume the contrary, i.e. lg(x) CA, for the last failure x in some canonical 
deflection in L,+i, say in 
xz 
/ (78) 
Vl -u -vz 
This cannot be a deflection in L, since otherwise we would not have lg(x) < A,,. Thus 
by (77) xz E Q*. Therefore lg(x) < lg(xl) = &, :I.e. x <xl 6x2. But by (76) 90x, E 
qo[vi, vz) which contradicts the assumption that k is the last failure in (78) (cf. (75)). 
Claim 4. L, has a hole of size at least A, - Ao. 
The ~:8ze n = 0 is trivial. Let YT > 0. By Claim 3, Ak 2 ho for all k 2 0 and thus xo is 
present in all Lk, in p&cular in L,. We shall show that 
Suppose the contrary, i.e. that there is v E C* such that xov E L, and lg( u) < A,, -ho. 
Then 
X0f-J 
/ 
Vl -u -v2 
is a canonical deflection in L, (for some u E 2*) and 
09) 
y our baGc assumption the r?c@-c+ion (79) is not strict. Let x be its last failure. Since 
x 6 xou we have lg(x) c A, which contradicts the definition of A, = A (L,). 
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Claim 5. x,8 A%&+~. 
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Assume the contrary. Then for some U, v E Z* 
&V 
/ 
Vl -u -212 
is a canonical deflection in L n+l with xn its last failure. Thus by (75) 
qo(xn,xnvl~qobl, v2) =o. 
By (76) qo(x,, xnv] = qo(y, yv] and thus also 
4o(Y, YOI n qoh, v2) = 0. 
But y E [vI, 2~2) and thus 
YV 
/ 
h-Y--2)2 
is a strict canonical deflection in L, (as well as in Ln+l). This contradicts our basic 
assumption. 
Claim 6. M,,+l = M;, -{x,} unless iWn = ix,,}, when A,,+1 >A,,. 
Let x EC* be such that lg(x) =:lg(xn) = A, but x # xn. Then by (‘77) xz E L, iff 
xz E Ln+l. Thus any canonical def!ection of the form 
XZ 
/ 
(80) 
Vl --u ,-v2 
(u, z E 2”) is a deflection in L, iff it is a deflection in Ln+l. Moreover, the property of 
being the last failure in (80) is obviously independent on whether we treat (80) as a 
deflection in L, or in L,+l. Consequently, since lg(x) = A,, and, by Claim 3, A,, s hn+l, 
we have 
XEM;, iff x~M,+l. (81) 
Now to prove the claim assume A,, = h,+l. Then by (81) 
and by Claim 5 
M,, -{x,} = Mn+l. 
Since Ma+1 # 0, AI,, #{x,}. Thus Mn ={x,} implies A,, + An+tz By Claim 3 then 
A,, < &+I~ This proves the claim. 
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Thus we can step by step co=lr* uct an infinite sequence (L,,) of languages from X in 
such a way that in every step either a certain nonempty finite set M, is deprived of 
one of its elements, namely xn, or else a certain parameter, namely h,, is strictly 
increased (cf. Claim 6). The latter case has to occur infinitely many times so that the 
sequence (A,) tends to infinity. By Claim 4 the holes in L, grow beyond any limit, 
which contradicts the hypothesis of the lemma. 
We are now in a position to state the main theorem of this section. 
Theorem 16. Let X be an infinite fb-recognizable family with the bounded hole 
property. Thevr every fb-automaton recognizing X has a productive loop. 
R-f. Lemma 11 and 12. 
Combining the above theorem with its twin theorem for idle loops (Theorem 12) 
we obtain 
Corollary 8. Let X be am infinite recognizable family. Then either all fb-automata 
recognizing X have idle loops or all fb-automata recognizing X have productive loops. 
Theorem 16 gives only a necessary condition that a recognizable family be infinite 
and have the bounded hole property. The problem of exact characterization (in terms 
of loops) of infinite recognizable families with the bounded hole property remains 
open. 
X6. A remark on decidabiPity 
Families of languages may be, in general, ‘doubly’ infinite objects: infinite sets of 
infinite sets, and as such they are difficult to handle algorithmically. Many of the 
results of this paper, however, expressed properties of families of languages in terms 
of specific properties of certain finite mathematical objects, namely automata. It is 
therefore quite natural to use the latter as tools for demonstrating efiective deci- 
dability of some of the properties of families. 
Although it is not a purpose of the present paper to investigate the questions of 
decidability (we refer the reader to Karpiriski’s general approach, briefly outlined in 
[5]), it is worth making several remarks on algorithmic implications of some of the 
results obtained here. 
First, let us mention the emptiness problem (to decide, for a given fb-automaton 
B, whether llBll= $9 or not). We know from Sections 7 and 11 that ii%/ = Q) iff there 
exists a perfect branching function for 3. Construction A from Section 10 may yield 
such a function but it presupposes already some knowledge of a concrete language 
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from l]9l]. A simple observation helps , IIawever, to bypass this vicious circle: the 1-e 
branching functions for a given fb-automaton are finite and their number is bounded, 
Moreover, we can test their perfectness ince the accessibility in fb-automata is 
effectively testable. (An actual algorithm based on this observation is described in 
[6].) Thus the emptiness problem is settled. 
For similar reasons (bounded number of branching functions and the fact that 
&accessibility is effectively testable) we can decide about the presence of loops in 
fb-automata and whether they are idle, soft idle, or productive. Thus, for instance, 
the bounded hole property (and hence, by Theorem 2, the compactness) of recog- 
nizabie families is effectively decidable: given an fb-automaton 9, first decide 
whether it has a soft idle loop. If not, then 11911 has the bounded hole property by 
Theorem 12. If yes, then it has the unbounded hole property by Theorem 13. 
We leave it to the reader to speculate about using our results on loops for deciding 
whether a recognizable family is infinite and whether it contains an infinite language. 
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